6.871 PROJECT REPORT 3: PROGRESS REPORT

Please submit one two-page report per project group.

• Project title and a list of the group members.

• What is the task? (2 to 3 sentences)

• How is the work being divided among group members (i.e., who is doing what)?

• What have you accomplished since the last progress report?

• What software tools are you considering and why? Use the server for some options.

• Details of your knowledge representation:
  
  – What is your knowledge representation? Why? What others did you consider? Why did you not choose them?
  
  – Explain the problem solving paradigm you intend to use.
  
  – Break apart your knowledge and tell us what it is; i.e., tell us what pieces of knowledge are used for which kinds of reasonings. What knowledge (if any) is used for default reasoning? How about empirical associations? How deep is your reasoning?
  
  – Walk us through an example that demonstrates the capability of the system and the knowledge. The example doesn’t have to include the exact questions the system will answer but should illustrate your vision.